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This year is the centenary of the death of Joseph
Rogers. No disease or anatomical discovery owes its
eponym to him, yet he deserves to be known to readers
of the BMJ as well as Thomas Hodgkin or Sir Percival
Pott.
Born to a Hampshire medical family in 1820, Rogers
dispensed for his father and was then apprenticed to a
general practitioner in London. He was subsequently a
star pupil at the Middlesex Hospital. By the age of 22
he had qualified as both apothecary and surgeon.`4
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The dead and the living
Rogers set up practice in Dean Street, Soho, a
neighbourhood of mixed trades and fortunes. While
caring for a patient with blood poisoning he noticed
that the patient's living room wall "was exuding a
highly putrid fluid." Rogers discovered that it formed
part of the churchyard wall of St Anne's, Soho. He
became active in burial reform and helped found the
Anti-Interment-in-Towns Association, which succeeded in "thoroughly arousing the public mind to the
revolting details of burials in London." The agitation
prompted Lord Palmerston to close some of the worst
metropolitan burial grounds, among them that of St
Anne's. 5-8
In 1854 under new legislation, the vestry appointed
Rogers to the first Burial Board in London to acquire
and supervise a suburban burial ground for parishioners.
It took him three or four years of "incessant effort and
pleading" to establish the first public mortuary in
London, opened in St Anne's parish in 1856. It long
remained the solitary instance of such provision.' 6 90l
Rogers also campaigned against the window tax,
then levied at a rate of eight shillings for each window.
He knew that the effects of blocked windows in poor
people's homes, where light and air was scarce,
intensified disease and rendered recovery more difficult. Condemned as "a tax on health, cleanliness, and
architectural propriety," the tax was finally removed in
1851, just in time for the erection of the Crystal
Palace.' 12
Calamity struck in 1854-5, when a cholera epidemic
left Soho with an unhealthy reputation. Many paying
patients had died or moved away, and Rogers's opportunity to earn a living had all but evaporated. In 1856,
he became medical officer at the local workhouse.
Modernised and internally redesigned, the building is
now the outpatient department of the Middlesex
Hospital. Had Rogers not recorded his experiences few
familiar with Cleveland Street today could possibly
imagine what scenes of real misery passed within those
walls.'
The deterrent workhouse
The portal of the Strand Union Workhouse on
Cleveland Street exhibited the only decorative feature
of the entire building; a stone relief of an old man
pointing to a stone drapery inscribed with the motto:
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"Avoid idleness and intemperance." The inscription
captures perfectly the judgmental attitude towards
poverty that was so characteristic in the Victorian
workhouse regime. "
Workhouses were established under the 1834 New
Poor Law to curtail public spending on poverty. They
were built by unions of parishes, and their management was overseen by local guardians of the poor. In
Rogers's time the workhouse system was the largest
civil organisation in the country, having 700 institutions. To receive assistance poor people had to live in
the workhouse, which entailed the sale of personal
belongings, the break up of homes, and the separation
of families. Called "bastiles" by the poor, they
effectively imprisoned the sick, the unemployed, the
disabled, the insane, and the elderly.'"'
Rogers described the Strand Workhouse as:
a square four-storied building, with wings at each corner. The
laundry of the establishment, which never in my time fell
below five hundred inmates, was in the cellar [and] filled the
house with steam and the odours [ofl paupers' linen. Across
the yard was a lean-to building, with windows in the front
only, used as a day and night ward for infirm women. A
tinker's shop with a forge and unceiled roof communicated
with a ward for fever and foul cases. At the back there was a
carpenter's shop and a dead house.'

Few Victorian workhouses had separate infirmary
buildings. The Strand Workhouse was no exception.
Only two of its 20 wards were designated for the sick.
But because illness and old age were the primary causes
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Joseph Rogers and the reform of workhouse medicine

accused of trying to save himself trouble. Some
guardians pressed for the cab fares to be deducted from
his salary.' 13 19-22
"Able bodied" poor earned the guardians £400 a year
by beating carpets in the workhouse yard.

Map showing Strand Union Workhouse and Middlesex Hospital in 1862

of poverty Rogers found himself caring for sick and
dying patients throughout the building. Only eight per
cent of inmates were well. 16 18
Rogers found unmarried mothers in the workhouse
nursery (postnatal) ward suffering from extreme exhaustion. The practice in the lying-in ward, over which
he had no jurisdiction, was to keep unmarried mothers
on a starvation diet for nine days after confinement. He
sought permission from the Poor Law Board at Whitehall to introduce a more humane diet, and was
informed that the workhouse doctor could specify the
diet for lying-in patients, "a power which," Rogers
said, "I did not hesitate to use." Enraged by the direct
approach to Whitehall, the Strand guardians censured
Rogers. The "starvation dietary for single parturient
women" had been established by the guardians themselves as "a deterrent against the use of the workhouse
as a place in which to be confined. ' 19
Conflicts of interest
Rogers's "wretched stipend" amounted to only £50 a
year, from which all medicines were to be provided. He
later wrote: "The sick of the Strand Union got very
little in the way of medicine before I was appointed,
and the provision of such medicines was to me in every
sense a pecuniary loss." He was later to call for the
abolition of this method of financing prescribing in
evidence to a parliamentary select committee.'9
A recurring problem ofworkhouse medicine was the
impossibility of segregating patients with terminal,
acute, chronic, and infectious diseases. Having no
casualty provision, no trained nursing staff, few drugs,
and no surgical facilities, workhouses could not
adequately cope with acute cases. Some metropolitan
guardians paid subscriptions to charitable hospitals
for the care of their acutely ill. To contain costs,
however, the Strand guardians kept a tight rein
on Rogers's referrals. He once gained permission to
send a few patients to a charity hospital but was
1508

Rogers tried repeatedly to stop this noxious method
of generating revenue, but the guardians' fierce hostility forced him to abandon the idea.' 161819 Nevertheless, Rogers had some successes. At his own expense he
established a workhouse dispensary, and he got the
laundry moved to a new building in the yard, making
more space for wards. Though he did some teaching
himself, he found melancholy the wastage of the "vast
field of clinical observation" in large urban workhouse
wards: "There are certain diseases which can hardly be
seen anywhere else," he wrote. Conditions of overcrowding were sometimes so bad at the Strand that
patients could only get out at the end of their beds.
Rogers had to tackle epidemics of measles and fevers in
which there were more deaths than recoveries. He had
ceilings in the sick wards opened to the roofspace, but
the "exceedingly defective" ventilation was little improved. Though individual provision in prisons and
barracks was 25 m3 (900 cubic feet) and 34 m3 (1200
cubic feet), in the Strand Workhouse each bed had
only 13 m3 (466 cubic feet). In the nursery ward this
figure was halved. In 1866, 556 people were sharing
332 beds.' 16 18 19

Rough music and reform
The Strand master and matron, Mr and Mrs Catch,
had an "excellent understanding" with the chairman of
the guardians. After an agreed absence in May 1857,
when he sat his examination for MD at St Andrews,
Rogers found himself assailed by accusations ofneglect.
Another conspiracy, designed to provoke dereliction of
duty by Rogers, backfired, and Catch himself was
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Despite the noise and dust, the Guardians persisted in
carrying it on for ten of the twelve years I was there. The noise
was so great that it effectually deprived the sick of all chance of
sleep, whilst the dust was so thick that to open the windows
was entirely out of the question.

exposed. "So intensely tyrannical and cruel had been
the rule of this man, that the day he resigned the keys,
the whole establishment rose up in open rebellion, and
with old kettles, shovels, penny trumpets, celebrated
their departure from the premises." Catch later took
his own life when, like Mr Bumble, the fictional
workhouse master in Oliver Twist, he was faced with
the prospect of having to enter the workhouse as a
pauper himself.' 23
Throughout his time at the Strand workhouse
Rogers was active in Poor Law medical reform. The
Lancet approached him to advise on its important
investigation of the London workhouses in 1865. The
late editor, Thomas Wakley, had declared workhouse
wards to be "ANTE-CHAMBERS OF THE GRAVE."
His sons published the Lancet Sanitary Commissioners' reports at intervals over 1865-6.' 24 25
The State hospitals are in workhouse wards. They are closed
against observation; they pay no heed to public opinion; they
pay no toll to science. They contravene the rules of hygiene,
they are under the government of men [masters and
guardians] profoundly ignorant of hospital rules. The doctor
and patient are alike the objects of a pinching parsimony.26

Soon after publication Rogers held a dinner party at
his home in Dean Street, at which the Association for
the Improvement of London Workhouse Infirmaries
was founded. Its aims were to establish in London six
Poor Law hospitals, each with 1000 beds, to reclassify
and rehouse the workhouse population, and to group
metropolitan Poor Law districts into one hospital
region to bear the cost of the sick poor. Soon "names
and money poured in on the scheme," and the
association's committee boasted 20 MPs among its 70
members.' 2727
At its first meeting in 1866 Rogers, as secretary, read
aloud a letter from Charles Dickens:
My Dear Sir,
My knowledge of the general condition of the Sick Poor in
workhouses is not: of yesterday, nor are my efforts in my
vocation to call merciful attention to it. (Cheers) Few
anomalies in England are so horrible to me as the unchecked
existence of many shameful sick wards for paupers, side by
side with a constantly recurring expansion of conventional
wonder that the poor should creep into corners to die, rather
than fester and rot in such infamous places. (Cheers)2"

Critics of the workhouse system were vindicated
when the government's official inquiry reported in
1866. The inspector admitted that most workhouses
lacked light, ventilation, and space. Beds were too
close together and there was insufficient sanitation,
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Common causes
After requesting an official inquiry into a serious
case of neglect by workhouse staff in 1868 Rogers was
suspended from his post by the Strand guardians.
Despite considerable local protest the guardians at last
had their way. The Poor Law Board failed to support
him, and Rogers was forced to resign.' 32
Although his former employers thought him "disposed of," Joseph Rogers proved quite as effective
outside the workhouse as within. Over the next five
years he established a powerful new pressure group,
the Poor Law Medical Officers' Association. As president he drew attention "to the evils of inefficient
provision for piublic medical relief' and showed convincingly that poor rates were lower "wherever medical
relief to the poor was efficient." Rogers's efforts were
also acknowledged as crucial to the passage of the
Medical Officers' Superannuation Bill in 1870, before
which no pension provision existed for doctors working in the public sector.' 6 24 33-38
In 1872 Joseph Rogers returned to the Poor Law
service as medical officer at the Westminster Infirmary
in Poland Street. He was to remain there for 14 years.
But once again he found his assessment of patients'
needs in conflict with meagre provision. Again, he
found himself liable to the abuses of petty officialdom
and corruption. In 1883 he was suspended again, after
giving evidence to an inquiry into the workhouse
master's misconduct. But times had changed. Ratepayers and doctors rallied round him, a large testimonial fund was collected nationally, and parliamentary
questions were asked. With the parish in ferment "the
whole of the old gang of guardians were ejected from
office by overwhelming majorities." The master was
sacked, and Rogers's suspension overturned.'
The BM7, for whom Rogers was a regular contributor on Poor Law matters, later observed:
Dr Rogers had turned over the stone ofancient abuse, and had
shown to the world. . . the vermin that throve in the darkness.
As might have been expected, there was a mighty squirming
and wriggling.739

Child of the New Poor Law
The following year Rogers and his wife Adriana
were presented with a handsome testimonial at the
Medical Society of London. Tributes were made to his
humanity, kindness, and tenacity. Thanking all
present, Rogers said he was himself
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often with no privacy or toilet paper being provided.
Guardians, he said, should provide all drugs, better
food, and higher medical salaries. Finally, he recommended that several workhouses, including the Strand,
be closed immediately.'6
In 1867 the outgoing president of the Poor Law
Board, Gathorne Hardy, carried his Metropolitan Poor
Act through Parliament, acknowledging his indebtedness to Joseph Rogers. Under the act London local
authorities were to provide new infirmaries, separate
from workhouses. A central health authority, the
Metropolitan Asylums Board, was created to deal with
infectious diseases and insanity. The next decade saw
the construction of 20 new hospitals in the capital,
totalling 10 000 beds, with some professional nursing.
One observer has commented: "Gathorne Hardy's Act
proved to be the most important Poor Law measure for
London between 1834 and 1929 and a significant step
towards the socialisation of medical care in this
country." Rogers's national campaigning prompted
the adoption of similar schemes in several major towns,
including Birmingham, Southampton, Plymouth,
Oxford, and Cardiff.' 6 24 27 29-31

a child of the New Poor Law ... he remembered well when
the Bill became law, his father expressed to him his sense of
deep disappointment and dissatisfaction, as a Christian man,
with its harsh and bitter spirit. The poor would be with us
always, and it was best to deal with them in a spirit of
conciliation, moderation, and kindness.'

A prince has fallen out of our ranks.... His life's work was a
long series of reforms in sanitary law and administration, and
in wringing from tardy Bumbledom justice for its ministers.6

Rogers's reminiscences were published posthumously. His brother Thorold observed in the preface
that Joseph Rogers:
... had the good fortune to see that what he had laboured for
and had been persecuted for, was now acknowledged to be
humane, politic, and economical. He was met by obstacles
which would have daunted a less resolute man; but he was
sustained by the rectitude of his aims, and by a firm belief in
their wisdom. Such men change the face of the world. '
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How hazardous is an insect repellent containing bioallethnrn and piperonyl
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butoxide?
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response to all symptoms.2 If medication is necessary to retain the patient liver or kidney damage.' Sensitised individuals may show cross reactions
in treatment or to prevent self medication with harmful alternatives a small with chrysanthemums and ragweed. Anaphylactic reactions have been
dose of phenothiazine might be helpful. This class of drugs is unlikely to reported, as have deaths after ingestion of large doses. All reports are,
result in abuse or dependence, and their anticholinergic properties would however, rare, and the compound is relatively harmless with normal use.
be useful. Thioridazine (25 mg once or twice daily) would be an Piperonyl butoxide is an experimental mutagen, but the limited data do
appropriate choice as it is the most potent muscarinic antagonist of the not suggest that it is an animal or human carcinogen.'-A SCOTT, senior
group and would therefore suppress sweating most effectively.2'-A H employment medical officer, Nottingham
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Only two years later ill health forced Rogers's
reluctant retirement from workhouse practice, and he
moved to Hampstead for better air. There he died,
in a house overlooking the recently built New End
Hospital, a hundred years ago. Rogers had lived to see
the old Strand workhouse rebuilt as part of the
Middlesex Hospital and the new Strand Infirmary,
now the North Middlesex Hospital, erected at
Edmonton. In his will Rogers left funds to establish a
prize for the best essay on the care of the sick
poor.' 1940-1
His obituary announced:
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